. Bond formation energies between X (O, F, Cl, Br, I, and S) elements and metals (Li, Ni, Co, and Mn) or Mn, with a total of 66 structure types. In these configurations where Co and Co atoms are located in neighboring layers while Mn and Mn atoms positioned neighboring each other shows the lowest total energy (Figure 1b) . After that, on the basis of the LNCM parent model, the model oxygen atom substituted by fluorine atom can be made. halogen-doped LNCM can own thousands of possible variation due to micro-content of fluorine. To simplify the large amount of calculation, first halogen substitutions were made 36 times and the optimum structure can be selected; second halogen substitutions were carried on at sites adjacent to the first halogen and so on.
The formation energy ( f E) of F-doped is computed as follows.
Where f E O,x is the formation energy when a X atom is placed at an oxygen-site, The anti-site formation energy is computed as follows.
Where E(perfect) is the total lattice energy of the perfect halogen-doped and pristine LNCM, E(defective) is the total lattice energy of the halogen-doped and pristine LNCM including anti-site. The formation energies of anti-site were calculated by using DFT, shown in Table S3 . Table S2 . Where V ave represents the average delithiation potential, E(MO 2 ) is the total energy of delithiated structures obtained by removing all Li atoms from the LiMO 2 structures. The V ave is an extremely important parameter for energy densities of lithium-ion battery that is equal to the product between average delithiation potentials and specific capacities. Table S2 shows the calculated average delithiation potentials at different F doping levels, the V ave increases as the F doping content increases, which derives from that F changes the electronic structure and total energy of LNCM, and consequently leads to the average delithiation potential is raised from 3.91V(the result is consistent with Ceder 1 ) to 3.96V. The doped F contributes to enhance V ave within a certain content limit, therefore F doping is a good way to raise voltage platform.
Equation S5
. (1) content have a significant impact on the morphology of LNCM particals. Which specific in two fronts, for secondary particle, the higher the content of introduced fluorine, the more incomplete the sphere is; and there are many chippings with increased fluorine. With regard to the primary particle, the primary particle size changed a little. When F content is 1%, there is no obvious change, however, when F content exceeds 2%, the average size and edge of the primary particles are becoming smaller and blur, respectively. In addition, many ~80nm fragments adhesion to the primary particle are discovered. Figure S4 . The relationship between anti-site and first discharge capacity. 
